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a b s t r a c t
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has led to an enormous growth in the study of cognitive
neuroanatomy, and combined with advances in high-ﬁeld electrophysiology (and other methods), has led to
a fast-growing ﬁeld of human neuroscience. Technological advances in both hardware and software will lead
to an ever more promising future for fMRI. We have developed a new computational framework that
facilitates fMRI experimentation and analysis, and which has led to some rethinking of the nature of
experimental design and analysis. The Computational Neuroscience Applications Research Infrastructure
(CNARI) incorporates novel methods for maintaining, serving, and analyzing massive amounts of fMRI data.
By using CNARI, it is possible to perform naturalistic, network-based, statistically valid experiments in
systems neuroscience on a very large scale, with ease of data manipulation and analysis, within reasonable
computational time scales. In this article, we describe this infrastructure and then illustrate its use on a
number of actual examples in both cognitive neuroscience and neurological research. We believe that these
advanced computational approaches will fundamentally change the future shape of cognitive brain imaging
with fMRI.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (functional MRI or fMRI)
has revolutionized the study of human neuroscience, and its future
remains highly promising. Although it has been possible for many
years to perform functional imaging of the human brain, using various
radiographic and electrophysiological methods, it has only been since
the advent of positron emission tomography (PET) that such imaging
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has had sufﬁcient spatial resolution to contribute signiﬁcantly to the
assessment of brain–behavior relationships in humans. Prior to PET
imaging, the primary way to assess the functional organization of the
human brain was through the study of people with brain injuries,
particularly focal brain injuries, trying to relate their behavior to the
site or sites of injury (Broca, 1861; Geschwind, 1965). The underlying
assumption of this endeavor is that when a brain region is injured, the
resulting behavioral disorder reﬂects closely on the nature of the
function performed by that region. Direct cortical stimulation
represents a related “lesion-based” approach that is possible only
with neurosurgical patients (Ojemann et al., 1989; Penﬁeld and
Boldrey, 1937). Electroencephalography (EEG) also has a history in
structure/function mapping (Caton, 1875; Donchin et al., 1963). What
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PET provided for the ﬁrst time was a source of information at high
spatial resolution on brain–behavior relationships from the study of
individuals without brain injury, who were performing carefully
designed experimental tasks. Although fMRI can achieve greater
temporal resolution than PET, its importance has come from its
ubiquity and its non-invasiveness. Virtually every large hospital in the
US and Europe has an MRI scanner, and MRI scans require no radiation
exposure or blood sampling.
This ubiquity of fMRI has led to an enormous growth in the study of
cognitive neuroanatomy, and combined with advances in high-ﬁeld
electrophysiology (and other methods), has led to a fast-growing ﬁeld
of human neuroscience. The future of fMRI is just as bright as its recent
past, with enhanced scientiﬁc productivity coming about from
technological advances in hardware and improvements in methods
of experimental design and analysis. In this article, we focus on a new
computational framework that facilitates fMRI experimentation and
analysis, and which has led to some rethinking of the nature of
experimental design and analysis. We believe that the advanced
computational approaches that we describe here will fundamentally
change the future shape of cognitive brain imaging with fMRI.
It might be thought that computational infrastructure per se does
not impact fundamentally on the scientiﬁc enterprise, except by virtue
of speeding up tasks that could be performed anyway, but more
slowly. We take an entirely different view, and believe that both the
science of computation and the existence of high-performance
computing can change the course of research, by qualitatively altering
the nature of questions asked, the turnaround in getting partial
results, and the development of theory. Questions that would not have
been asked before due to their computational complexity or need for
complex simulations can be answered in realistic timeframes using
strong computational resources. We will illustrate with one example
from our laboratory. In recent years, it is less common to ask questions
about the role of focal brain activations in subserving behavioral
functions, and more common to ask questions such as (a) how such
focal brain regions interact with other regions to achieve these
functions; and (b) how these interactions change with even slight
modiﬁcations in behavior. Examining connections over individual
regions magniﬁes the computational demands to unimaginable
proportions, due to the combinatorial explosion inherent in studying
sets of connected regions. This is especially true when researchers
enjoy ﬁner and ﬁner resolution, which in the future may very well
enable routine sub-millimeter resolution in fMRI. Furthermore, slight
changes in the deﬁnitions of regions or in the method of combining
individual voxels into representative regional time series lead to a
computationally intensive iterative approach to such connectivitybased research. Theories based on connectivity are inherently
different from those based on individual regional activation, lead to
different conclusions about brain/behavior relations and have only
been possible due to high-performance computing. Although we do
not currently work at very high degrees of resolution, the same issues
apply when one considers the relation between number of regions in
the brain and their connections (e.g., see Felleman and Van Essen,
1991) or the number of voxels in a typical brain image and their
potential interactions (e.g., see Biswal et al., 1995).
Our new approaches are motivated ﬁrst by some very practical
observations about the way that computation is currently performed
in brain imaging laboratories and second by several assumptions
about the future of human cognitive neuroanatomy research. In both
cases, advanced high-performance computation can play an important role in insuring a future enterprise that is effective, reliable, and
necessary.
Practically speaking, current computational practices for brain
imaging are ad hoc and inefﬁcient. The current brain imaging
laboratory operates within a computational infrastructure that
complicates a number of simple tasks and fails to provide various
assurances that could be more easily accomplished within an

alternative computational framework. Brain images are stored in
hierarchical ﬁle structures (“directories”), with raw and processed
images, functional images of multiple formats, and different types of
structural images all in different parts of the ﬁle system. Stimuli are
typically stored in completely different parts of the ﬁle system or even
on different computers altogether (e.g., on stimulus-presentation
computers). Behavioral data that accompany the imaging study are
found in spreadsheets, again in different parts of the ﬁle system or on
yet another set of computers. Often, raw data are also stored in backup
form on compact disks or DVDs. Thus, the relevant information for a
study is distributed across a large intricate set of ﬁles and computers.
Data processing workﬂows to prepare and analyze these data are
often very complicated, and do not easily permit accountability of data
provenance, i.e., it is not always clear what were the intermediate
steps and parameters of the analysis nor how to reconstruct these
exact steps later for validation or replication, or to test alternative
hypotheses.
Speaking speculatively on human cognitive neuroanatomy
research, we present a number of assumptions that could enhance
the future of brain imaging but can only be achieved with a novel
computational infrastructure. The ﬁrst assumption is that task design
for functional imaging studies should be as natural as possible and
should not include the types of ancillary tasks that are common parts
of experimental psychology experiments (i.e., decision-making and
manual responses) but represent confounds for image interpretation.
This demand leads to particular computational needs and requires
unique solutions for analysis and data representation. Second is that
imaging data are most productively stored in relational form, rather
than in hierarchical ﬁle systems. Third is that the result of a brain
imaging study should be a network of interacting activation
components, rather than a map of the activations per se. This treats
the activations and their statistical and anatomical relationships as
having equal importance for scientiﬁc inference. Fourth is that
permutation-based statistics (randomization approaches) can replace
analytical parametric-based statistics for determination of statistical
signiﬁcance in brain imaging studies, and avoid some of the most
difﬁcult confounds in statistical inference from brain images (e.g.,
quantifying and accounting for voxel independence).
In this report, we describe an ongoing project at the Human
Neuroscience Laboratory and Computation Institute at The University
of Chicago, which we call the Computational Neuroscience Applications Research Infrastructure (CNARI), which aims to develop novel
methods for maintaining, serving, and analyzing massive amounts of
fMRI data. By using CNARI, it is possible to work within the four
premises described above for brain imaging experimental design and
analysis, and perform naturalistic, network-based, statistically valid
experiments in systems neuroscience. In the current article, we
describe this infrastructure and then illustrate its use on a number of
actual examples in both cognitive neuroscience and neurological
research.
2. The CNARI infrastructure
The CNARI infrastructure consists of two integrated elements: (1) a
database system for storing and retrieving brain imaging and
behavioral data (Hasson et al., 2008), and (2) a collection of data
pre-processing and analysis procedures written in the parallel
scripting language SwiftScript (Zhao et al., 2007), which capture the
essential “workﬂows” of our research group (Stef-Praun et al., 2007)
and speed up their execution using both local high-performance
computers and distributed computing resources (Foster, 2002, 2003;
Foster and Tuecke, 2001). Public consortia such as the Open Science
Grid (Pordes et al., 2007) and the TeraGrid (Beckman, 2005) pool the
processors and storage systems of multiple organizations into largescale shared computing facilities that are then made available to
members of “virtual organizations” (Foster and Tuecke, 2001) based
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on various allocation schemes. The Swift system enables CNARI
SwiftScript programs to execute on these distributed computing
systems in a manner that is simpler and more transparent than
otherwise possible, and thus to perform larger volumes of data
preparation and analytical work at higher speeds and with greater
reproducibility. Through this integration, CNARI combines databasecentered data modeling and storage with high-throughput parallel
computing to facilitate research at the functional MRI laboratory at
The University of Chicago.

can be instantiated to cache speciﬁc queries that represent frequently
used subsets of the data. Furthermore, views can offer limited access
to particular cross sections of the data to remote collaborators. Indeed,
remote collaboration and data sharing represent main emphases in
CNARI, and these are easily achieved by running analysis routines that
access databases via the Internet.

2.1. Database representation and access

Achieving some of our goals for brain imaging research requires
high-throughput computing and infrastructures focused on supporting such research (Beckman, 2005; Pordes et al., 2007). We use grid
computing technologies with existing grid infrastructures. We thus
deﬁne the “Grid” to refer to any one of a number of large, distributed
computing services composed of (possibly overlapping) infrastructures of this type, used in common and “on demand” by a wide group
of scientists. From the end-user's point of view, the Grid is a powerful,
multi-user computer, with familiar resource sharing and user access
mechanisms. Grid resources are shared according to speciﬁed policies
or may be reserved upon request. The security of each user's
applications and data is enforced by public key infrastructure (PKI),
which maps Grid users to local resource permissions which often
provide enhanced access control list security. Production Grids
provide storage services, large-scale execution services, high-performance data movement utilities, and supporting tools that allow users
to take advantage of large amounts of computing power. These
capabilities can conveniently address speciﬁc requirements of medical
research, such as access control to patient data, as mandated by HIPAA
rules in the USA; high bandwidth to rapidly transfer large DICOM
images from the patient's records (Erberich et al., 2007; Hastings et al.,
2005); and sophisticated image analysis algorithms to aid in the
interpretation of medical conditions.
Core middleware toolkits, such as Globus (Foster, 2005; Foster and
Kesselman, 1999) and Condor (Litzkow et al., 1988; Tannenbaum and
Litzkow, 1995), on which Grids are based, do not make the use of Grid
resources transparent to the scientiﬁc user. Swift, a higher-level
middleware component, is designed to address this need by allowing
speciﬁcation of a script-like mode of executing applications in a
loosely-coupled manner (Ousterhout, 1998) in which many of the
details of distributed parallel computing are automated and made
transparent to the user. Using Swift as a “workﬂow” system simpliﬁes
parallel distributed Grid computing by automating the selection of
distributed resources for execution, the transfer of input data and
output results ﬁles to and from the execution site, the retry of
alternate sites, and the rate throttling of these execution and data
management operations.
Swift promotes the abstraction and encapsulation of data processing procedures by allowing users to specify how to invoke scientiﬁc
applications (e.g., fMRI image processing tools like AFNI) and
analytical tools (e.g., R statistical procedures) in a manner that
explicitly speciﬁes the input and output data sets and parameters of
each procedure, but need not address the cluttering details of
how to execute the application in diverse distributed computing
environments.
Swift also allows the user to express data parallelism, via “foreach”
statements that logically process all members of a data collection in
parallel. This makes Swift ideal for massively parallel tasks. The actual
physical degree of parallelism of such constructs is not speciﬁed by the
user and is bounded only by the number of elements in the data
collection. Swift decides and dynamically adjusts at runtime, based on
the availability and performance of resources, what degree of
parallelism it should actually use at any given time. Further, within
pipelines that the user speciﬁes in Swift scripts by simply chaining the
output data set of one procedure to the input of another, Swift
determines automatically at runtime what parts of the pipeline can be

In relational database management systems, data are not stored in
separate user-accessible ﬁles, but are encoded in a tabular internal
representation that reﬂects relations among data elements or tables of
such elements. Because of their ﬂexibility, uniformity, maintainability,
and query (essentially “question answering”) capabilities, relational
databases are being increasingly applied in scientiﬁc domains as
scientists wrestle with the exponential growth and increased
complexity of their data sets (Szalay and Gray, 2006). For scientists,
they offer beneﬁts in terms of data sharing, structured representation,
searchability, management, leverage of metadata, and scalability. Such
advantages of database approaches over ﬁle-based approaches are
becoming clear in a growing number of disciplines (Gray et al., 2005).
fMRI analyses typically use and generate a vast number of data
ﬁles. Many types of functional MRI time series (e.g., unregistered,
registered, detrended, despiked, error terms) are analyzed to generate
various statistical maps, both at an individual subject and group level.
Group-level statistical maps might reﬂect the results of various types
of statistical analyses such as analysis of variance (ANOVA), principal
components analysis (PCA), t-tests, and a multitude of non-parametric tests. Together, the number of ﬂat ﬁles generated (i.e., linear
unstructured data stored in ﬁles and organized in directories) can
become large and the entire set is typically complex, difﬁcult to
manage, and enormous in size. Databases offer a practical and elegant
solution to the management of this enormous amount of related data
by storing them in a manner that makes clear the relationships among
data elements, and that makes it possible to easily extract highly
speciﬁc subsets of those data via sophisticated queries, such as “select
all voxels with BOLD signal change ≥0.3% from the left ventral
premotor cortex of all left-handed male subjects with age N65, who
also showed mean activation across both supramarginal gyri at a
corrected global p value b 0.05”.
We believe that fMRI analysis tools should – and can – interface
with a database management system, and that such integration
provides signiﬁcant advantages to the researcher. Current data
analysis tools (e.g., AFNI (Cox, 1996), SPM (Friston et al., 1990,
1991), BrainVoyager (Goebel, 1997), and FSL (Smith et al., 2004)) are
integrated packages that use ﬂat ﬁles to save data throughout the
analysis ﬂow, and allow users to invoke statistical procedures using
integrated commands or extensions. Using a database as a storage
system for these tools would allow users to access data via database
queries (rather than from a ﬁle) thus beneﬁting from database
features described above, while still retaining a familiar working
environment. Recent additions to AFNI enable this model by
supporting the passing of sparse data queried from databases directly
as input to AFNI applications.
In addition, many software systems and programming languages (e.g.,
R (Gentleman and Ihaka, 1997), Matlab (Gilat, 2007), Excel (Billo, 2007),
Perl (Wall, 2000), Python (van Rossum and de Boer, 1991), C/C++
(Ritchie, 1993; Stroustrup, 2000) and Java (Gosling et al., 2000)) have
powerful and well-supported interfaces to relational databases, which
allow for parallelized, concurrent, and access-controlled query and
processing by multiple users (beyond those who collected the data).
In CNARI, replication is used to mirror parts of the database to
remote sites to offer load balancing when needed. Database “views”

2.2. Grid resources and the SwiftScript language
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run in what order, based on the dynamic availability of dependent
data sets.
Swift encapsulates application programs (which can themselves
be scripts written in any other scripting language such as Perl, Python
or a shell) with an interface deﬁnition that makes clear what
parameters and data sets are passed into the program, and what
results are returned. It is this functional model (Hudak, 1989) of welldeﬁned inputs and outputs that enables both the location transparency and automated parallelization deﬁned above, as well as the
ability to reproduce and audit the results.
Swift procedures can be deﬁned in a nested, compound manner, as
in a typical programming language, to form hierarchical libraries of
increasingly sophisticated scientiﬁc functionality. But at every level of
such a library, the same functional abstraction, location independence,
and parallel execution capabilities are afforded. The same Swift script
can be executed without change on a local workstation, a cluster, a
grid of clusters, or a highly parallel supercomputer such as the IBM
Blue Gene/P (Overview of the IBM Blue Gene/P project, 2008).
Swift represents collections of ﬁle system data as abstract data set
types with a simpliﬁed logical structure and uses mappers to convert
between this logical structure and the physical on-disk representations of that structure. This mechanism is particularly well suited to
the typical manner in which research data for neuroscience studies
are stored, where, for example individual images or time series of
images are stored in metadata/voxel ﬁle pairs (as in the Analyze
format (Robb & Hanson, 1990), and then composed upwards into
nested collections for functional runs, subjects, experiments, and
entire studies. Simple examples are shown in Appendix A and in
http://www.ci.uchicago.edu/swift/guides/tutorial.php.
Because Swift workﬂows are speciﬁed at a logical level, without
environment-speciﬁc details, they serve better than ad hoc scripts
written in a lower-level scripting language such as Perl or Python, or
various shells, for enabling reproducibility and providing provenance
tracking of resulting data sets. This in turn can enable collaboration in
the actual research process, not only in sharing the results. This
approach is discipline-independent, and has shown beneﬁts in several
other domains (e.g., radiology, bioinformatics, biochemistry, economics) in which we also have ongoing collaborations (Raicu et al., 2008;
Stef-Praun, 2005).
For example, a researcher can express a workﬂow in the form of a
Swift script utilizing multiple analysis tools and packages as a single
function and allowing Swift to parallelize independent processes
implicitly and send them to remote Grid sites.
A trivial example of a Swift script:
type image; // type qimageq represents a single image
file.
app (image output) rotate(image input, int angle) {
convert q-rotateq angle @input @output;
}
image brain bqsubject1.jpgqN;
int angles[] = [45, 90, 120];
foreach a in angles {
image output bsingle_file_mapper; file=@strcat
(qrotated-q,a,q.jpegq)N;
output = rotate(brain, a);

transformations carried out during the analyses, these 70,000 time
series can increase to ~ 400 K functional time series per participant via
interpolation. This massive amount of data requires computationally
intensive operations and calls for unique methods of storage, mining
and workﬂow management, particularly when analysis occurs in a
grid environment. The Swift workﬂow system permits us to analyze
these data sets on Grid resources, providing a location-independent
way to specify logical computations at a high level suitable for use by
non-programming scientists. The Swift system maps these high-level
expressions of scientiﬁc computing into parallelized workﬂows that
perform automated transportation of data sets to and from remote
execution sites. Our analysis routines have been executed at locations
across the TeraGrid including Argonne National Laboratory, the
National Center for Supercomputing Applications at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (NCSA), the Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC), and Indiana University, as well as our
own local test cluster, at which over 72,000 processors are available
for shared use. A sample workﬂow is shown in Fig. 1. All the analysis
methods and software routines we discuss below are submitted to
TeraGrid sites via Swift.
In our laboratory, analysis relies on open source (or other freely
distributed) software, including the “R” statistical language (Gentleman and Ihaka, 1997), Python (van Rossum and de Boer, 1991), AFNI
(Cox, 1996), SUMA (Saad et al., 2004), and FreeSurfer (Dale et al.,
1999; Fischl et al., 1999), all of which are highly portable and execute
without change on numerous TeraGrid sites. Swift automatically tries
to run jobs on the most responsive Grid sites. It automatically balances
jobs across Grid sites and dynamically favors sites that are completing
work more productively. This capability enables us to split large jobs
into smaller independent units that run on many CPUs across multiple
sites in parallel.
To reduce workﬂow queuing delays at remote Grid sites, jobs are
submitted with an estimated speciﬁcation of their expected run time.
In addition to splitting large workﬂows over many sites, for efﬁciency
Swift can then automatically batch very short jobs (such as trivial
operations on huge collections of images) back together into longer,
more efﬁcient jobs via a ‘clustering’ mechanism whose purpose is to
reduce the queue wait time overhead involved in job submission.
When a clustered job is dispatched to a Grid node for computation, all
jobs in the cluster are executed without having to wait in the queue in
between. Thus, Swift reduces manual effort by automatically managing the subtle tradeoff between queue time and parallelization.
3. Examples from the use of CNARI
3.1. Extraction of cortical surfaces
Given that different individuals have different brain anatomy,
drawing conclusions about groups of participants relies on procedures
whose purpose is to register different brain anatomies to a common
standard template. One such procedure performs automatic segmentation (separation) of gray matter and white matter areas in the brain,
extraction of the gray matter area, and inﬂation of the gray matter gyri
and sulci to a two-dimensional surface. This procedure requires
between 40 and 60 h on a single machine, per individual participant.

}

3.2. Permutation methods for fMRI statistical analysis
In this example, the “rotate” function encapsulates a common
image processing tool. Each call to rotate requested in the “foreach”
loop is executed in parallel.
Appendix A shows a more complex example. For further details of
Swift scripting, readers are directed to http://www.ci.uchicago.edu/
swift/docs/index.php for a Users Guide and tutorials.
During a typical functional MRI experiment, the scanner collects
data from around 70,000 voxels in the brain, and during the

Carrying out statistical analysis for the purpose of hypothesis
testing is perhaps the most complicated and contentious procedure in
fMRI data analysis. The aim of such analyses is to identify the brain
regions that show differential activation proﬁles for different experimental conditions (e.g., areas that differentiate auditory from visual
stimuli). We typically identify such regions by ﬁnding clusters of
voxels that differentiate among these conditions. The likelihood that
such clusters are found by chance (a false positive) is quite large since
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Fig. 1. Sample Grid-optimized workﬂow in neuroimaging analysis. Swift enables researchers to declare data dependencies in their workﬂows so that they can be scheduled for
parallel computation on Grid resources. The workﬂow graph in the Figure exempliﬁes a procedure for calculating a simple measure of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The workﬂow
contains two independent branches, each of which is processed on separate computing nodes, possibly on different Grid sites. Nodes in green indicate input ﬁles and nodes in gray
indicate functions operating on those ﬁles. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

many thousands of voxels are tested for the experimental effect
leading to a high probability that clusters of certain size will form by
chance. This chance probability is also greatly determined by the
inherent spatial smoothing of the fMRI image. Thus, the only way to
estimate the likelihood of a false positive, given the inherent
smoothing in the image, depends on repeatedly generating permuted
versions of the original data, and then statistically evaluating the data
and clustering the results. The theoretical justiﬁcation for such
procedures has been extensively supported in the domain of fMRI
data analysis and their adequacy shown via simulations (Biswal et al.,
1995; Nichols and Holmes, 2002). An example of permutation output
is given in Fig. 2. We have previously documented the applicability of
grid environments to such permutation-based analyses, which
naturally lend themselves to distributed and parallel computation,
since each computing node can be assigned to generate a small set of
permutations and analyze their statistical features (Stef-Praun et al.,
2007).
Generating a sufﬁcient number of permutations (n = 3000) for
even a single statistical test can use as many as 250 CPU hours. We
have implemented permutation procedures for several of the essential
statistical tests used in our ﬁeld (between and within participant
contrasts, using both parametric (t, F tests) and non-parametric tests
(Fisher, McNemar). A typical research project entails generating
permutations for 6–8 statistical tests of interest. Thus, permutation
analyses are only practical within a framework such as CNARI that
employs high-performance computing.

interactions among these areas. Both the activations and their
statistical and anatomical relationships are valuable information in
understanding brain function for cognitive process. Two different
types of network analysis have been contrasted, functional
connectivity and effective connectivity. The former relates to the
statistical dependencies among remote neurophysiological measurements, whereas the latter describes the statistical inﬂuence
that one neuronal system exerts over another (Marrelec et al.,
2008).
The simplest approach to network analysis is a functional
connectivity approach that involves cross-correlation of the time
course of activation of a voxel of interest (or an average of the time
courses of a cluster of such voxels) with the time course of some or
all other voxels in the brain (Biswal et al., 1995). This can be
performed in the regular geometric space deﬁned by the activation
pattern, or in the space deﬁned by the eigenvectors. These methods
have an established history in functional brain imaging (Friston
et al., 2000, 1993). Although dependent on the resolution of the
images, functional images can contain as many as 400,000 voxels.
Thus the computation of functional connectivity is typically
constrained to one or two “seed” regions of maximal interest. The
computation for a single seed region typically takes about 3
computing hours per participant per seed region (60 computing
hours per group analysis). If the goal were to perform such
computations on the entire brain, using many anatomical or
functional seeds, it would be critical to employ a system like
CNARI (Hasson et al., 2008).

3.3. Connectivity analyses
3.3.1. Functional connectivity: correlational analysis
One of our main research tenets is that brain imaging studies
need to report not only the areas of activation but the nature of the

3.3.2. Effective connectivity: structural equation modeling
Structural equation modeling (SEM) is an extension of correlational methods that uses known anatomy to augment the functional
information with structural connectivity information, to create a
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Fig. 2. Graphical depiction of permutations of original data. Brain activity data were collected from 24 participants that were exposed to two experimental conditions. A single
permutation consisted of (a) switching the condition labels of the experimental conditions, for 1 or more participants, (b) re-calculating the group-level effects, and (c) spatially
clustering the results to identify what is the largest cluster found for the current permutation. This procedure results in a sampling distribution for the largest cluster in each
permutation, which is then used to threshold the original data.

model of both static and dynamic relationships (Horwitz et al., 1999;
McIntosh et al., 1994). We have developed a connection matrix for the
areas involved in audiovisual story comprehension, based on a
combination of primate and human data (Ban et al., 1984; Ban et al.,
1991; Barbas, 2000; Hackett et al., 1999; Petrides and Pandya, 1984,
1988, 1999; Rizzolatti et al., 1997, 1998; Rosa et al., 1993; Seltzer and
Pandya, 1994). Using this network, a structural equation (path
analysis) model was constructed based on these anatomical areas,
using the Amos™ software (Arbuckle, 1989).
SEM has certain limitations, one of which is that it does not lead to
a unique solution. There are many possible models that are a good ﬁt
to the anatomy and to the data, but it has generally been impossible to
explore the large space of models. We have developed an unbiased
approach to the construction of such network models (Skipper et al.,
2007). Although the approach requires massive amounts of computational resources, requiring use of cluster and grid computing methods
(Foster and Tuecke, 2001; Hasson et al., 2008; van Horn et al., 2005), it
has the advantage that the resulting model can be assured to be the
“best” model to describe the system in a formal mathematical sense.
We have now implemented this approach in Swift and it now forms
part of the CNARI infrastructure.
We used the system to explore the neural circuitry underlying
gesture, building a model of the brain regions involved in audiovisual
discourse comprehension. Following preliminary analysis, time series
data from each of the conditions from active areas (p b 0.05 corrected)
were analyzed by exhaustive search of all possible structural equation
models (SEMs) for ﬁve regions of interest: anterior and posterior
portions of the superior temporal gyrus (aST and pST), ventral and
dorsal segments of premotor cortex (vPM and dPM), and the
supramarginal gyrus (SMG). SEMs with a “good ﬁt” were combined
by Bayesian Model averaging (Hoeting et al., 1999; Kass et al., 2005),
culminating in a single SEM characterizing the independent inﬂuence
of each area on the others in the model. This demonstrated two
distinguishable motor networks associated with facial vs. manual
gestures: Fig. 3 shows that when the hands are resting, there are

strong connection weights among pST, vPM, and aST, but when they
are gesturing, the strongest connections are among SMG, dPM, and
aST. Furthermore, the mean weight of aST connections was strongest
during the gesture condition.
In an exhaustive SEM approach used in our previous study
(Skipper et al., 2007), all possible models are considered via complete
search, with the Bayesian information measure used to rank models
that explain most of the variance in the statistical interactions among
brain regions (Hoeting et al., 1999). The Bayesian information criterion
adjusts the χ2 of each model for the number of parameters in the
model, the number of observed variables, and the sample size.
Individual connection weights are compared for the different models
using t-tests correcting for heterogeneity of variance and unequal
sample sizes by the Games–Howell method, with degrees of freedom
calculated using Welch's method (Kirk, 1995). See (Skipper et al.,
2007) for a more detailed description of this method.

Fig. 3. Structural equation model for audiovisual language comprehension, comparing a
condition in which the speaker is using normal gestures to one in which she keeps her
hands on her lap to a third in which she is not visible at all (audio-only). Orange
connections distinguish the gesture condition from the others. Blue connections
distinguish the hands resting condition from the others. Connection weights are shown
at the beginning of the arrowed lines. The model was not lateralized (shown here on the
right.)
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3.4. Simulations
Simulation methods provide a useful method for understanding
statistical properties of fMRI data and are used in a myriad of
applications, e.g., determining signiﬁcance for cluster-level effects,
permutation-based procedures and others. Complex simulations take
a considerable period to complete and distributed computing offers a
useful method for returning results in a reasonable time frame. We
describe below how distributed computing may be used for such
purposes by describing a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) simulation
method that is typically conducted prior to data analysis.
As pointed out by Parrish et al. (2000), when interpreting the
results of a fMRI analysis it is important to establish what is the
minimum SNR under which experimental effects could be reliably
identiﬁed. Once the minimum SNR is established, the researcher can
examine their own data set and observe whether the activity patterns
are sensible or not, as “activity” in an area with low SNR would be
highly suspect. Determining what SNR is needed for ﬁnding an
experimental effect in a particular study is achieved via a simulation
procedure. This procedure determines, for each SNR level, what is the
probability of identifying a signal change of a given magnitude, e.g.,
1%.
The simulation procedure is conducted as follows. First, the
experimenter creates a schematic model of the expected activity,
typically by convolving a boxcar design with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF); this is the predictor model. To this
model, smoothed noise of a certain magnitude (deﬁned by the
variance of the noise distribution) is added to obtain a particular SNR
ratio (the higher the variance of the noise, the lower the SNR). Ten
thousand such “noisy” time series are created per SNR level. Once
these 10,000 series are created, it is possible to determine the
likelihood of ﬁnding a reliable correlation for the given SNR level, by
ﬁtting each of the “noisy boxcar” time series to the original predictor. If
a high proportion of the 10,000 simulations are found to correlate, this
would indicate that for the given SNR level, the chances of ﬁnding a
“true positive” are quite high (see Fig. 4 for example result).
The simulation process (using R) is quite slow, and takes about 90 s
for a single SNR value, since each simulation involves generating
10,000 time series and 10,000 regressions. Given that 70 SNR values
are needed to sample the noise space, the process is quite time
consuming (about 3 h per study, when simulating for a given signal
change, e.g., 1%). Using distributed computation on multiple Grid sites,
this task can be split into multiple compute nodes, each assigned with
one or more jobs.
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It should be noted, however, that splitting the simulation into
multiple nodes does not mean that the analysis time is reduced in
direct proportion to the number of nodes used, since the workﬂow
system, which among other things tracks the job submission, sends
and retrieves ﬁles from the Grid clusters, and chooses new sites for
submission, imposes additional overhead on the process. Fig. 5
demonstrates how the analysis time for a 70-job SNR simulation
changes as a function of number of nodes. The ﬁgure describes
processing times for conﬁgurations ranging from 2 potentially
available nodes (each running 35 jobs) to 70 potential nodes (each
running a single job). When operating in what might be considered
“Forced Mode”, the workﬂow system is conﬁgured to trust the cluster
(s) to which it is submitting jobs. This increases the trust rank of the
cluster so that the workﬂow system allows itself to submit a large
number of parallel jobs to the cluster. In this case, increasing the
number of nodes quickly achieves rapid time saving: For example,
increasing the number of nodes from 2 to 8 shortens processing time
from 91 to 28 min. However, this mode of operation is unreasonable
when working against multiple Grid sites, whose reliability can
change at any given moment. In that case, the workﬂow system is
typically conﬁgured to operate so that it updates its knowledge of Grid
sites by initially submitting a small number of jobs to multiple sites,
assessing responsiveness, and recalibrating its submission policy. This
ensures, e.g., that 70 jobs would not be submitted to an unreliable
cluster that might start processing them but then ‘hang’ without
delivering results. This mode of operation results in slower processing
if not only for the fact that not all jobs are submitted initially. The
timings for such a mode of operation are shown in Fig. 5 (“Learning
Mode”), which demonstrates that this mode of operation is associated
with overall longer response times, and it is only with a relatively
larger number of available nodes that a marked reduction in
processing time is found. In this mode, even when 70 nodes are
available, processing time is quite long (12 min, vs. 3 min in “Forced
Mode”).
Developing methods for optimizing the learning process for such
neuroimaging analyses is one of the goals of the CNARI project and
both applied and theoretical work needs to be done to better optimize
these modes of operation.
3.5. Grid-enabled database queries
Another central aspect of our work has been to use database
management systems to increase the ﬂexibility and parallelization
potential of fMRI analyses. We have successfully used databases for

Fig. 4. Sample results of SNR simulation. The plot represents the probability of detecting a true positive (power) for different SNR levels, assuming an effect size of 0.5% or 1% signal
change.
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Fig. 5. Running time for a 70-job process, as a function of the number of available potential nodes and workﬂow conﬁguration.

distributed analysis of large data sets and for enabling data mining via
highly speciﬁc database queries using the Structured Query Language
(SQL) (Astrahan and Chamberlin, 1975; Codd, 1970). CNARI now
incorporates a “mediator” mechanism, based on the popular information integration paradigm (Wiederhold, 1992), by which compute
nodes on TeraGrid sites query large data sets stored in CNARI
relational databases using a Python database interface (DBI). The
CNARI mediator enables Swift workﬂows to process data sets stored in
relational databases, in addition to ﬁle-resident data sets.
The CNARI mediator splits a complex voxel- or vertex-wise
analysis across multiple nodes by automatically assigning each
compute node a range of voxels for which it will be responsible. On
the Swift side, which is run on the client, the mediator is conﬁgured to
take an SQL query, a processing script and the parameters and
environment variables required by the script and pass them onto a
compute node on a Grid site. On the Grid compute node, the mediator
then runs the query and passes the results to statistical software (e.g.,
R, Matlab) for analysis. Typically, the mediator is given a voxel range
combined with a query speciﬁcation and it iterates through the voxel
range generating a batch of queries. This produces a clustering effect
on the remote Grid site, which helps to speed up processing by
minimizing queue time for individual jobs. The main advantage of
utilizing database queries via this mechanism is that it enables
analysis of large data sets on Grid sites while avoiding the need to
transfer the complete data set (potentially quite large) to each
compute node. Instead each node extracts only a subset of the data for
processing thereby signiﬁcantly reducing network trafﬁc. Full speciﬁcation of the mediator as well as an example of a Swift script that
calls it can be found on the CNARI collaboration website (http://www.
ci.uchicago.edu/wiki/bin/view/CNARI/SampleScripts).
Prior to developing this interface, we extensively used databases
for storing and analyzing fMRI data on a local cluster computer at The
University of Chicago. The mediator enables us to now perform a large
proportion of our database-driven analyses under CNARI, using Swift
workﬂows and Grid resources. Several of these analysis methods are
particularly computationally intensive, including analyses of functional connectivity and analyses employing complex SQL queries.
We have also developed workﬂows within CNARI for extracting
speciﬁc subsets of time series data sets with highly speciﬁc selection
criteria. By storing neuroimaging data in relational schemas, it is
possible to code the data so that it can be mined for particular patterns
of activity. An SQL query can then be used to extract only those parts of
the time series that were acquired, for example, when a particular
stimulus was presented to the participant, or to extract only those
points in the time series associated with a particular feature (after the
time series has been coded for some such auditory or visual features).

4. CNARI and related work
A number of ongoing development efforts share partially common
goals with those of the CNARI infrastructure. The Extensible
Neuroimaging Archive Toolkit (XNAT; Marcus et al., 2007) is aimed
at offering researchers an integrated environment for archival, search
and sharing of neuroimaging data sets. It is aimed at managing large
amounts of data via a three-tier design infrastructure consisting of a
client front end, the XNAT middleware and a data store consisting of
both a relational database and a ﬁle system on which images are
stored. In XNAT, relational databases are used to store pointers to data
ﬁles, and researchers can pull data, analyze it on a local computer, and
store summary results in the database if needed. CNARI development
complements this effort in making available an environment that is
directly geared towards distributed analysis of fMRI data. Thus,
functional data (and if needed, anatomical data) are stored directly
in the relational database and are extracted from remote and local
client nodes via SQL queries. Storing time series data in the database
offers the ability to ask highly precise questions of the data, which
would be very difﬁcult to analyze without sophisticated SQL queries
(Hasson et al., 2008). While XNAT does not use a dedicated workﬂow
and provenance engine, CNARI employs SWIFT as a workﬂow engine,
which makes it possible to reconstruct intermediate data sets by reexecuting the workﬂow that generated them.
GridPACS (Hastings et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2008) and Globus
MEDICUS (Erberich et al., 2007) are mature infrastructures geared
towards analysis and archival of medical images using grid infrastructures. They share with CNARI the concern that large data sources
should be pushed to nearby Grid sites so as to minimize what can
amount to terabytes of data transfer in ﬁelds such as confocal
microscopy where single slides can amount to multiple gigabytes of
data. GridPACS offers unique features for biomedical researchers, e.g.,
the ability to extract data based on spatially bound boxes. GridPACS
offers researchers a common schema that also supports multiple,
researcher-speciﬁc vocabulary. In contrast, CNARI development is
based on the notion that different researchers will gravitate towards
different models in storing functional data of different types and
therefore does not utilize a common schema. GridPACS offers a
“declustering” component whose function is to distribute the analysis
of a data set between as many computing nodes as possible. Similar
functions are achieved in CNARI via its mediator mechanism, which is
intended to offer researchers the ability to break up analyses on voxel
ranges, ROIs, or any other grouping element that is coded in the
database and that can be queried on. GridPACS also offers a workﬂow
description mechanism with similar functionalities offered by Swift.
The main difference between the two systems is that CNARI is
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oriented towards implementing advanced analyses of fMRI data (3D
+ Time dimension) and so is geared towards allowing users create
complex relational databases and interface analyses scripts against
these databases using the general purpose Swift scripting language
with its far more powerful functional and data abstraction capabilities,
and its broader range of target execution environments.
The LONI system (Dinov et al., 2006; Rex et al., 2003; Toga, 2002)
enables both atlas creation and analyses of neuroimaging data using a
graphical environment that allows the user to describe the required
workﬂow (see also Fissell, 2007 for a review of workﬂow speciﬁcation
environments). The LONI pipeline environment allows speciﬁcation
and execution of complex workﬂows, and it allows for execution of
jobs in a Sun Grid Engine processing environment. Our particular
efforts are complementary to these developments as they focus on the
facilitation of neuroimaging analyses using grid and parallel computing, and particularly on using distributed resources to process data
residing in relational databases. It is reasonable to expect that in the
future, the Swift workﬂow system could beneﬁt from the existence of
graphical editors such as those developed by LONI, and initial
experiments indicate that the function descriptions generated by
the LONI graphical editor can be readily mapped into Swift scripts.

5. Future considerations
The functional brain imaging laboratory of the future can look
fundamentally different computationally from that of the present. We
have argued that several fundamental infrastructure changes can have
dramatic effects, ﬁrst by improving the organization and efﬁciency of
data representation and processing, and second by permitting a
rethinking of many assumptions of experimental design and analysis,
leading to valuable advances in how imaging experiments are
conceived and executed. We present the CNARI architecture, currently
in place at the Human Neuroscience Laboratory at The University of
Chicago, which combines database management systems for storing
and manipulating data (Hasson et al., 2008), and formal workﬂow
speciﬁcations (using the Swift language (Zhao et al., 2007)) that
facilitate high-performance computing and provenance tracking
(Stef-Praun et al., 2007).
The use of a database management system to store and manipulate
data has a number of signiﬁcant advantages that will simplify several
aspects of functional imaging research for the future. A relational
database codes information in such a way that it is routine to access
highly selective subsets of the data, limited only by the ability of the
user to specify the desired subset in a database query (a formal but
easily articulated speciﬁcation of the desired data). Furthermore,
particular users can be given permission to access only portions, or
“views”, of an entire data set, such that they can build queries to probe
subsets within their portion, but not outside. Collaboration is greatly
simpliﬁed, as users from any part of the world can be given secure
access to just those portions of a data set that are part of the particular
joint research activity. Data sharing, an important goal of the National
Institutes of Health in the USA, and of other sponsoring agencies
worldwide, becomes greatly simpliﬁed.
We have tested these notions using a data set containing four
longitudinal fMRI scans of twelve people performing ﬁnger and wrist
movements (Small et al., 2002), from which we provided collaborative
access to the ﬁrst and fourth scans (and not the second and third), to
the images in which the subjects performed ﬁnger movements (and
not wrist movements), and from only those subjects who had the best
hand function (six scans representing a split half of the twelve
subjects). We additionally tested our methods by querying this data
set to focus on just those voxels in the ventral premotor cortex and
inferior parietal lobule, and correlated the mean time series from
these regions. We believe that the future of brain imaging will take
tremendous advantage of database management systems to uncover
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relationships in experimental data that are otherwise difﬁcult or
impossible to probe and test.
The use of Grid-enabled workﬂows and high-performance computing allows us to approach functional brain imaging in some
important new ways. First and foremost is that advanced computing
enables a rethinking of experimental design and analysis approaches
such that large combinatorially intensive network searches, high
volume iterative procedures, and large geometric operations are no
longer off limits. These three examples relate directly to the types of
functional imaging approaches that we envision for the future. We use
combinatorial search to ﬁnd ideal structural equation models of
regional fMRI data by using a distributed processing algorithm
(formalized in a Swift workﬂow) that searches an entire space of
possible models containing millions of regional interactions. By
parallelizing iterative procedures, it is possible to use randomization
methods (Manly, 2007) (e.g., permutation analyses (Nichols and
Holmes, 2002)) to determine signiﬁcance levels for fMRI statistical
inference, thereby minimizing a number of confounds (e.g., voxel
independence) that are present in more traditional parametric
(Fisherian) statistical approaches. By performing geometric operations of different parts of a brain in parallel, many new visualization
possibilities arise for the ﬁrst time. In addition to these beneﬁts, highperformance computing leads to new possibilities for integrating
multiple types of time series data (e.g., fMRI and EEG) in complex
analyses (e.g., correlations of large time series). Finally, the use of
workﬂows makes it possible to use high-performance computing
without actually performing by hand the distribution of the work onto
multiple processors or integrating the results. The integration of
databases and Grid-enabled workﬂows together permit the facile
performance of such tasks as meta-analyses of large collections of
already processed data sets.
6. Conclusions
The future functional imaging laboratory will beneﬁt from
advances in computer science that will put high-performance
relational databases, advanced scripting languages, and multiprocessor computer clusters and grids in the hands of psychological and
neurobiological scientists. We are building the CNARI architecture to
implement these methods in the present, incorporating open source
software, including the MySQL database management system and
Swift workﬂows, and open collaborative communities for grid
computing, including Open Science Grid and TeraGrid. Our computational infrastructure is already permitting new types of collaboration
and novel experimental approaches that could not be considered
otherwise. We are hopeful that this will lead to new advances in
neuroscience and psychology that are only possible because of an
expansion in the types of questions we are able and willing to ask.
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Appendix A. Swift example of fMRI workﬂow
The following is an AFNI workﬂow in Swift for calculating the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a data set. After one determines via
simulation the minimum SNR a voxel needs to hold such that it could
reasonably demonstrate activity, one calculates the SNR of the data set
using this script to identify those voxels.

AFNI_obj meanResultbsimple_mapper;prefix=
@strcat(qmean.q,baseName,q+orig.q)N;
AFNI_obj stdevResultbsimple_mapper;prefix=
@strcat(qstdev.q,baseName,q+orig.q)N;
AFNI_obj detrendResultbsimple_mapper;prefix=
@strcat(qdetrend.q,baseName,q+orig.q)N;
AFNI_obj ratioResultbsimple_mapper;prefix=
@strcat(qsnr.q,baseName,q+orig.q)N;
(d e t r en d R e s ul t , st d e v R es u l t , m e a n Re s u l t ,
ratioResult) = AFNI_snr (baseName, srun[run]);

type file{}
}
type AFNI_obj{
file HEAD;
file BRIK;
};

}
}

doAfni();
(AFNI_obj meanResult) AFNI_mean(AFNI_obj meanInput,
string baseName){
app {
AFNI_3dTstat @strcat(q-mean -prefix ./mean.q,
baseName) @meanInput.BRIK;
}
}
(AFNI_obj stdevResult) AFNI_stdev(AFNI_obj stdevInput,
string baseName){
app {
AFNI_3dTstat @strcat(q-stdev -prefix ./stdev.q,
baseName) @stdevInput.BRIK;
}
}
(AFNI_obj detrendResult) AFNI_detrend(AFNI_obj
detrendInput, string baseName){
app {
AFNI_3dDetrend q-polort 3 -prefixq @strcat
(qdetrend.q,baseName) @detrendInput.BRIK;
}
}
(AFNI_obj ratioResult) AFNI_doratio(AFNI_obj stdev
Result, AFNI_obj meanResult , string baseName){
app {
AFNI_3dcalc q-verboseq q-aq @meanResult.BRIK q-bq
@stdevResult.BRIK
q-exprq q(a/b)q @strcat(q-prefix snr.q,baseName);
}
}
(AFNI_obj detrendResult, AFNI_obj stdevResult,
AFNI_obj meanResult, AFNI_obj ratioResult) AFNI_snr
(string baseName, AFNI_obj inputTS)
{
(meanResult) = AFNI_mean(inputTS, baseName);
(detrendResult) = AFNI_detrend(inputTS, baseName);
(stdevResult) = AFNI_stdev(detrendResult,
baseName);
(ratioResult) = AFNI_doratio(stdevResult, mean
Result, baseName);
}
doAfni()
{
string declarelist = [q03q,q04q,q05q];
foreach subject in declarelist {
int runs[] = [1:1];
foreach run in runs {
AFNI_obj srun[]bext; exec=qafnimapperqN;
string baseName = @strcat(qSq,subject,q.runq,run);
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